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BUCHAREST_01 Rumania Small open-framed thatched watermill with wheel and gearing late C20

BUCHAREST_02 Rumania 
Close-up of wooden camshaft of unidentifed machine 
(watermill?) late C20

BUCHAREST_03 Rumania Close-up of wheel and axle (with cams) of watermill in 01 late C20

BUCHAREST_04 Rumania Preserved multi-sailed post(?) mill late C20
Could be hollow-post or composite 
mill

BUCHAREST_05 Rumania Small preserved thatched post mill with sails late C20

BUCHAREST_06 Rumania Preserved post mill with sails; as trestle buried in masonry late C20

BUCHAREST_07 Rumania 
Interior of thatched post mill showing brakewheel, windshaft, 
quant, stone nut and single pair of stones late C20

BUCHAREST_08 Rumania 
Interior of thatched post mill showing brakewheel, windshaft, 
quant, stone nut and single pair of stones late C20

BUCHAREST_09 Rumania Close up of horizontal waterwheel with scoops late C20
BUCHAREST_10 Rumania Open-framed watermill with wheel and axle (with cams) late C20
BUCHAREST_11 Rumania Interior of horse mill late C20
BUCHAREST_12 Rumania Unidentified structure with gearing -not sure if mill late C20
BUCHAREST_13 Rumania Unidentified barn-like structure late C20
BUCHAREST_14 Rumania Small wooden barn-like structure, possibly watermill late C20

BUCHAREST_15 Rumania 
Unidentified piece of equipment, with gearing, inside square 
wooden structure late C20

BUCHAREST_16 Rumania Detail of watermill showing vertical waterwheel with scoops late C20

BUCHAREST_17 Rumania 
Part of unidentified open-framed structure showing vertical 
shaft and horizontal gear with scoops late C20

BUCHAREST_18 Rumania Open-framed watermill with wheel and axle (with cams) late C20
All these sites appear to be in open-air 
museum

MIXED 01_01 Yorkshire: Skidby Tower mill in working order late C20

MIXED 01_02 Yorkshire: Skidby
Stone floor of tower mill showing great spur wheel and three 
pairs of stones late C20

MIXED 01_03 Unknown
View inside post mill(?) showing what appears to be striking gear 
and tail end of windshaft late C20

MIXED 01_04 Yorkshire: Skidby Tower mill in working order late C20
MIXED 01_05 Notts: North Leverton Tower mill in working order late C20
MIXED 01_06 Notts: North Leverton Tower mill in working order late C20

MIXED 01_07 Lincs: Lincoln, Ellis Mill
Tower mill under restoration, complete except for sails and 
fantail c1980
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MIXED 01_08 Lincs: Lincoln, Ellis Mill(?)
View inside recently restored tower mill showing governors and 
tentering gear late C20

MIXED 01_09 Lincs: Belton, Westgate Mill
Tower mill under conversion to house, with new cap on ground 
awaiting fitting c1980

MIXED 01_10 Lincs

Millwright working in cap of unidentified, but obviously recently 
restored tower mill; visible are windshaft, frame for rocking 
lever and fantail gearing 1980s or 90s

Probably Heapham, Kirton-in-Lindsey 
or Lincoln (Ellis)

MIXED 01_11 Lincs

View of stone floor of recently restored tower mill, showing 
great spur wheel, upright shaft, stone nut, quant and one pair of 
stones 1980s or 90s

Probably Heapham, Kirton-in-Lindsey 
or Lincoln (Ellis)

MIXED 01_12 Cambs: Great Gransden
Open-trestle post mill under restoration; body supported by 
props and roof, with windshaft still inside, on ground nearby c1980

MIXED 01_13 Cambs: Great Gransden
Body of open-trestle post mill supported by props prior to 
restoration c1980

MIXED 01_14 Sussex
View of interior of milling museum showing various model 
windmills 1980s or 90s

MIXED 01_15 Sussex
View of interior of milling museum showing various model 
windmills 1980s or 90s

MIXED 01_16 Sussex
View of interior of milling museum showing bills, thrifts and 
various framed photographs/prints of windmills late C20

MIXED 01_17 Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town, sawmill
Framed watercolour painting of mill by A Foord Hughes, showing 
it in working order, in milling museum early C20

MIXED 01_18 Sussex: Hastings watercolour painting of post mill and two smock mills, all in w/o
mid or late 
C19

MIXED 01_19 Sussex: Ore
watercolour painting showing two smock mills, the Black and 
White mills, in w/o; White mill is a distant feature late C19?

MIXED 01_20 Sussex: Eastbourne, Ocklynge
watercolour painting by A Foord Hughes showing disused tower 
mill with one sail damaged early C20

MIXED 02_01 UK Horse gin reconstructed at industrial museum late C20

MIXED 02_02 UK

Unidentified machine consisting of pair of stones on hurst frame 
with gearing underneath, appears to be provision for engine 
drive late C20

Is in open air; site appears to be 
industrial museum

MIXED 02_03 UK Horse gin reconstructed at industrial museum late C20
MIXED 02_04 UK Horse gin reconstructed at industrial museum late C20

MIXED 02_05 UK Unidentified watermill building, apparently still in use late C20
Site appears to be street of 
town/village

MIXED 02_06 UK
Interior of watermill (stone floor) showing great spur wheel, 
stone nuts etc and stones late C20 Stones are overdrift
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MIXED 02_07 UK
Interior of watermill (stone floor) showing great spur wheel, 
stone nuts etc and stones late C20

Stones overdrift (this is same mill as in 
previous image)

MIXED 02_08 UK Unidentified watermill building, apparently still in use with pond late C20

MIXED 02_09 UK Unidentified house-converted watermill building by pond late C20
MIXED 02_10 UK Exterior view of watermill building by stream late C20

MIXED 02_11 Leics: Wymondham
Tower of tower mill under restoration, with engine pulley visible 
on exterior c1980

MIXED 02_12 UK Unidentified house-converted watermill building by river late C20

MIXED 02_13 UK
Unidentified house-converted watermill building by pond (same 
mill as in 02_09) late C20

MIXED 02_14 UK, poss. Appleton Roebuck, Yorkshire Derelict capless tower of tower mill late C20

MIXED 02_15 Leics: Morcott Tower mill restored as house conversion, with cap, sails etc late C20
MIXED 02_16 Leics: Kibworth Harcourt Preserved post mill with sails late C20

MIXED 02_17 Leics: Arnesby Tower mill restored as house conversion, with cap, sails etc late C20
Mock-up of horse driven cider press in 
foreground

MIXED 02_18 UK Modern US-type wind engine late C20
MIXED 02_19 UK Close-up of upper section of US-type wind engine late C20
MIXED 02_20 UK, prob. Finedon, Northants House-converted tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 03_01 Norfolk: Wicklewood Derelict tower mill with brakewheel and stocks late 1970s
MIXED 03_02 Norfolk: Sutton Preserved tower mill with cap and one sail late 1970s

MIXED 03_03 Norfolk: Garboldisham
Post mill under repair with most boarding renewed and one 
derelict sail (out of two) visible late 1970s

MIXED 03_04 Norfok: Garboldisham
Post mill under repair, with two derelict sails; side facing camera 
is patched up with most boarding gone late 1970s

MIXED 03_05 Prob.UK Exterior view of watermill building late C20
MIXED 03_06 Norfolk: West Winch Restored tower mill with two sails late 1970s
MIXED 03_07 Norfolk: West Winch Restored tower mill with two sails late 1970s

MIXED 03_08 UK
Millstone leaning against what could be roundhouse of post 
mill/tower of tower mill late C20

MIXED 03_09
Suffolk: Stowmarket, Museum of East 
Anglian Life Interior of half-timbered building (preserved schoolhouse) late C20 No mill relevance

MIXED 03_10
Suffolk: Stowmarket, Museum of East 
Anglian Life Unidentified small brick building late C20 No mill relevance

MIXED 03_11
Suffolk: Stowmarket, Museum of East 
Anglian Life

Unidentified small wood/tiled building with historic ploughs etc 
on ground nearby late C20 No mill relevance
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MIXED 03_12

Suffolk: Stowmarket, Museum of East 
Anglian Life, watermill from Alton near 
Ipswich Exterior view of reconstructed watermill building late C20

MIXED 03_13 Suffolk: Buxhall Preserved tower of tower mill with remains of cap frame late C20
MIXED 03_14 Suffolk: Buxhall Preserved tower of tower mill with remains of cap frame late C20
MIXED 03_15 Suffolk: Rattlesden Derelict capless tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 03_16 Suffolk: Drinkstone Disused post mill with sails and fantail late C20
MIXED 03_17 Suffolk: Drinkstone Disused post mill with sails and fantail late C20
MIXED 03_18 Suffolk: Drinkstone Derelict smock mill with cap late C20
MIXED 03_19 Suffolk: Pakenham Exterior view of watermill building under repair late C20
MIXED 03_20 Suffolk: Stanton Derelict post mll with two sails late 1970s
MIXED 04_01 Norfolk: Billingford Preserved tower mill with sails late 1970s
MIXED 04_02 Norfolk: Billingford Preserved tower mill with sails late 1970s
MIXED 04_03 Suffolk: Syleham Derelict post mill with two sails late 1970s
MIXED 04_04 Prob.Norfolk Capless tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 04_05 Prob.Norfolk Capless tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 04_06 Sussex : Clayton, "Jill" Post mill scaffolded for repair, with stocks c1979

MIXED 04_07 Prob. Sussex, Clayton "Jill" Interior view of post mill showing steel reinforcing of framing late C20

MIXED 04_08 Prob.UK
View of wheel of watermill showing section of rim, with curved 
floats, and arms late C20

MIXED 04_09 Sussex: Sullington Warren Preserved windshaft of former post mill late C20

MIXED 04_10 Sussex: Sullington Warren
Information plaque, with diagram of mill, on concrete block 
supporting neck of windshaft late C20

MIXED 04_11 ?
Interior view of watermill showing unidentified gearing, pulley 
and hursting late C20

MIXED 04_12 Sussex: Keymer, Oldland Mill
Interior view of post mill showing windshaft, with date and 
inscription attributing it to Medhurst, and part of sack hoist drive late C20

MIXED 04_13 Sussex: West Blatchington Restored smock mill with sails dressed with bunting late C20
MIXED 04_14 Sussex: West Blatchington Restored smock mill with sails dressed with bunting late C20
MIXED 04_15 Sussex: West Blatchington Restored smock mill with sails dressed with bunting late C20

MIXED 04_16 Sussex: West Blatchington
Part of sail of restored smock mill, dressed with bunting, and 
stage late C20

MIXED 04_17 Sussex: West Blatchington
F W Gregory and Peter Hill dressed in traditional miller's 
costume and standing on sail of restored smock mill late C20

MIXED 05_01 Belgium/South Holland Restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 05_02 Belgium/South Holland Pair of restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 05_03 Belgium/South Holland Restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
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MIXED 05_04 Belgium/South Holland Restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 05_05 Belgium/South Holland Restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 05_06 Belgium/South Holland Pair of restored open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

MIXED 05_07 UK Modern wind turbine with three-bladed propellor and fantail late C20
MIXED 05_08 Nottinghamshire: Tuxford Derelict tower mill with brakewheel and cross late 1970s

MIXED 05_09 Notts/Lincs
Tall capless tower mill, apparently still used in connection with 
milling business late 1970s

MIXED 05_10 Lincs: Alford, Hoyles' Mill Five-sailed tower mill in w/o late 1970s

MIXED 05_11
Lincs: Alford, workshop of Thompsons Ltd, 
millwrights

View of workshop showing old and new finials for unknown 
tower mill late 1970s

MIXED 05_12
Lincs: Alford, workshop of Thompsons Ltd, 
millwrights Interior of workshop showing Jim Thompson late 1970s

MIXED 05_13 Lincs: Alvingham Exterior view of preserved watermill late 1970s
MIXED 05_14 UK Stone floor of watermill showing one pair of stones late 1970s
MIXED 05_15 UK Exterior view of preserved watermill building late 1970s
MIXED 05_16 UK Exterior view of wheel of watermill late 1970s
MIXED 05_17 UK Exterior view of derelict watermill building late 1970s

MIXED 05_18 UK
Exterior view of derelict watermill building seen in previous 
image late 1970s

MIXED 05_19 Lincs: Heckington Preserved eight-sailed tower mill late 1970s
MIXED 05_20 Lincs: Heckington Preserved eight-sailed tower mill late 1970s
MIXED 06_01 UK, prob. Lincs Exterior view of preserved watermill building by pond late 1970s

MIXED 06_02 Kent: Bidborough
Preserved capless tower of tower mill, with steam drive pulley 
on outside late 1970s

MIXED 06_03 Kent: Leigh, Stocks Green Derelict base of former smock mill late 1970s

MIXED 06_04

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, post mill 
from Danzey Green, Warwickshire Preserved post mill in w/o late 1970s

MIXED 06_05

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, post mill 
from Danzey Green, Warwickshire Preserved post mill in w/o late 1970s

MIXED 06_06

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, post mill 
from Danzey Green, Warwickshire Preserved post mill in w/o late 1970s

MIXED 06_07

Hereford and Worcester: Stoke Prior, 
Avoncroft Museum of Buildings, post mill 
from Danzey Green, Warwickshire Preserved post mill in w/o late 1970s
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MIXED 06_08 UK
Interior view of watermill showing ladder, jog scry(?), and part of 
pit wheel and other gearing late C20

MIXED 06_09 UK
Interior view of watermill showing jog scry and various items of 
gearing late C20

MIXED 06_10 UK Interior view of watermill(?) showing wire machine late C20

MIXED 06_11 UK
Stone floor of watermill showing two pairs of stones and items 
of shafting and gearing late C20

MIXED 06_12 UK? Tiles on floor of kiln late C20

MIXED 06_13 Cumbria: Boot, Eskdale Mill
Exterior view of watermill building showing twin waterwheels, 
one of them with buckets missing late C20

MIXED 06_14 UK?
Interior view of unidentified building showing set of turbine 
blades(?) late C20

MIXED 06_15 UK? Exterior view of watermill building showing wheel and launder late C20
MIXED 06_16 UK Internal view of watermill showing part of pit wheel late C20

MIXED 06_17 UK? Interior view of watermill(?) showing flange(?) on upright shaft late C20

MIXED 06_18 UK? Internal view of watermill(?) showing set of turbine blades(?) late C20

MIXED 07_01 Warwickshire: Tysoe Preserved tower mill with sails; party of mill enthusiasts outside late C20

MIXED 07_02 Warwickshire: Tysoe Preserved tower mill with sails; party of mill enthusiasts outside late C20

MIXED 07_03 Prob. Warwickshire, Tysoe
Interior of cap of smock or tower mill showing windshaft and 
brakewheel late C20

MIXED 07_04 UK
Unidentified man inspecting great spur wheel of windmill or 
watermill (probably former) late C20

MIXED 07_05 UK
Great spur wheel, stone nut and part of tentering gear of mill 
seen in previous image late C20

MIXED 07_06 UK Exterior view of preserved watermill building with wheel late C20

MIXED 07_07 UK Exterior view of house-converted watermill building by pond late C20

MIXED 07_08 UK Exterior view of part of watermill building showing wheel late C20

MIXED 07_09 UK
Interior view of watermill(?) building showing unidentified 
machinery late C20

MIXED 07_10 UK Exterior view of part of watermill building showing wheel late C20
MIXED 07_11 Kent: Benenden, Beacon Mill Derelict smock mill with windshaft and brakewheel c1980
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MIXED 07_12 Kent: Benenden, Beacon Mill Derelict smock mill with windshaft and brakewheel c1980
MIXED 07_13 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails c1980

MIXED 07_14 Kent: Cranbrook, Union Mill Preserved smock mill with sails, seen above roofs of cottages c1980

MIXED 07_15 ?
Modern three-bladed wind turbine  with weathervane and cap 
not unlike that of traditional Kentish smock mill late C20

MIXED 07_16 ?
Composite view of two different types of wind turbine, one the 
mill shown in previous image late C20

MIXED 07_17 Sussex: Shipley Mid-distant view of preserved smock mill with sails late C20
MIXED 07_18 Oxon: Wheatley Roofed-over tower of tower mill under repair c1980
MIXED 08_01 Devon: Paignton, Fernacombe Capless tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 08_02 UK Derelict capless tower of tower mill late C20

MIXED 08_03 UK
Exterior view of preserved watermill building with church-like 
tower late C20

MIXED 08_04 UK Modern US-type wind engine (small variant of) late C20
MIXED 08_05 UK? Very large waterwheel (no mill attached) with launder late C20 Not Isabella wheel, Laxey
MIXED 08_06 UK? Very large waterwheel (no mill attached) with launder late C20

MIXED 08_07 UK? Very large waterwheel (no mill attached) with launder late C20
Mid-distant view showing other 
buildings

MIXED 08_08 Devon: Broadclyst Preserved tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 08_09 Devon: Broadclyst Preserved tower of tower mill late C20
MIXED 08_10 UK Exterior view of watermill building late C20

MIXED 08_11 UK
Village sign "Milborne Port" depicting among other things part of 
a waterwheel late C20

MIXED 08_12 Iran group of horizontal windmills late C20

MIXED 08_13 Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' Mill

Derelict post mill with most of rear framing gone following gale 
damage exposing brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, quant, tentering 
gear, one pair of stones and main post c1978

MIXED 08_14 Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' Mill

Derelict post mill with most of rear framing gone following gale 
damage exposing brake- or tailwheel, stone nut, quant, tentering 
gear, one pair of stones and main post c1978

MIXED 09_01 Netherlands Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 09_02 Netherlands Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

MIXED 09_03 Netherlands
Interior view of building at open-air museum showing 
unidentified equipment late C20 Not sure of mill relevance

MIXED 09_04 Netherlands Tjasker windpump at open-air museum late C20
MIXED 09_05 Netherlands Close-up of mechanism of Tjasker windpump late C20
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MIXED 09_06 Netherlands Close-up of pump of Tjasker mill late C20
MIXED 09_07 Netherlands Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20

MIXED 09_08
Sussex: Heathfield, Punnett's Town, 
Blackdown or Cherry Clack Mill Restored smock mill with sails late C20

MIXED 09_09 Sussex: Winchelsea, St Leonards' Mill

Post mill scaffolded for repair following gale damage; roof 
mostly dismantled, brake- or tailwheel and two pairs of stones 
visible c1979

MIXED 09_10 Sussex: Nutley Preserved open-trestle post mill with sails late C20
MIXED 10_01 Netherlands Preserved "polder" mill with sails late C20

MIXED 10_02 UK
Unidentified man, probably a miller, standing in front of bulding 
of preserved/working watermill late C20

MIXED 10_03 UK Exterior of disused watermill building by pond late C20
MIXED 10_04 UK Exterior of watermill building with wheel and launder late C20

MIXED 10_05 UK? Watercolour painting showing watermill with two wheels ?

MIXED 10_06 Sussex: Brighton, Rosehill or Cuttress' Mill Watercolour painting showing tower mill in w/o
C19 or early 
C20

MIXED 10_07 Sussex: Climping House-converted smock mill with cap and shortened sails
mid-C20 
(pre-1962)

MIXED 10_08 Surrey: Lowfield Heath Derelict post mill with four dummy sails c1950

MIXED 10_09 Surrey: Lowfield Heath Derelict post mill with four dummy sails mid-C20
Mill more decayed than in previous 
photo

MIXED 10_10 Surrey: Lowfield Heath
Derelict post mill with most of bin floor missing; two dummy 
sails remain

early to mid-
1960s

MIXED 10_11 Surrey: Outwood Miller pulling on tailpole of preserved post mill to wind it c1950

MIXED 10_12 UK
Interior of unidentified windmill, possibly derelict, showing 
brakewheel mid-C20

MIXED 10_13 Surrey: Ewhurst, Hurtwood Common House-converted tower mill with sails mid-C20
MIXED 10_14 Surrey: Croydon, Shirley Derelict tower mill with sails mid-C20
MIXED 10_15 Sussex: Chailey, North Common Preserved smock mill scaffolded for repairs/repainting mid-C20
MIXED 10_16 Sussex: Mayfield, Argos Hill Derelict post mill with sails mid-C20
MIXED 10_17 Sussex: Rye Vile replica smock mill mid-C20

MIXED 10_18 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" Mill
View of bin floor of post mill showing brakewheel and sack hoist 
mechanism mid-late C20

MIXED 10_19 Cambs: Bourn sunset/sunrise view of preserved open-trestle post mill with sails mid-late C20
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MIXED 10_20 Sussex: Shipley Stained-glass window in church depicting Shipley windmill
photo taken 
mid-late C20

MIXED 11_01 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill Interior of post mill showing unidentified mechanism mid-late C20

MIXED 11_02 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Interior of post mill showing great spur wheel, stone nut, 
steelyard, governors and belt drive mid-late C20

MIXED 11_03 ?Possibly Madingley, Cambs
Interior of post mill showing great spur wheel, governors and 
belt drive and stone nut mid-late C20

MIXED 11_04 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill
Interior of post mill showing wallower, upright shaft, brakewheel 
and two pairs of stones mid-late C20

MIXED 11_05 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill Sunset view of post mill in w/o mid-late C20

MIXED 11_06 Netherlands View of preserved Dutch tower mill with sails and stage mid-late C20

MIXED 11_07 Netherlands Preserved polder mill with sails mid-late C20

MIXED 11_08 Netherlands, prob. Zaandam
Preserved Dutch smock corn or other industrial windmill, with 
sails and stage mid-late C20

MIXED 11_09 North Holland Preserved Dutch smock drainage mill with sails mid-late C20
MIXED 11_10 Oxon: Chinnor Derelict post mill with one sail mid-C20

MIXED 11_11 Northern Europe (not UK) Interior of windmill showing brakewheel and wallower mid-late C20

MIXED 11_12 Northern Europe (not UK) Interior of windmill showing great spur wheel and stone nut mid-late C20

MIXED 11_13 Netherlands Preserved tower mill with sails and stage mid-late C20

MIXED 11_14 Netherlands prob. Zaandam Preserved smock corn or other industrial windmill with sails mid-late C20
MIXED 11_15 Cheshire: Great Saughall Derelict tower mill with brakewheel and three sails mid-C20

MIXED 11_16 Sussex: Waldron, Cross-in-Hand, New Mill Man at work fitting new stock to post mill in w/o mid-C20

MIXED 11_17 Suffolk: Friston
Interior of post mill showing tail wheel and auxiliary gear ring for 
dresser etc mid-C20

MIXED 11_18 Suffolk: Friston Post mill in w/o with two sails mid-C20

MIXED 11_19 Somerset: Bishops Lydeard Carving of post mill on bench end in church
photo taken 
mid-late C20
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MIXED 11_20 Sussex: West Grinstead, Jolesfield Mill Derelict smock mill with three sails late 1950s

MIXED 12_01 UK, prob. southeast Exterior view of white weatherboarded watermill building mid-late C20

MIXED 12_02 UK, prob. south/southeast Exterior view of part brick, part timber watermill by millpond mid-late C20

MIXED 12_03 UK
Interior view of watermill showing pit wheel, wallower and great 
spur wheel mid-late C20

MIXED 12_04 Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" Mill Preserved post mill with sails mid-late C20

MIXED 12_05 UK, prob.south/southeast Exterior view of part brick, part timber watermill by millpond mid-late C20 Probably same mill as in 12_02

MIXED 12_06 UK
Stone floor of watermill showing one pair of stones with 
furniture mid-late C20

MIXED 12_07 UK Interior view of watermill showing controls for sluice gate mid-late C20

MIXED 12_08
Sussex: Clayton, "Jill" post mill and "Jack" 
tower mill Preserved post mill with sails and preserved tower mill without late C20

MIXED 12_09 UK Exterior view of watermill building showing part of wheel late C20
MIXED 12_10 UK Bin floor of watermill showing sack hoist late C20
MIXED 12_11 UK View of bin floor of watermill late C20

MIXED 12_12 UK
Stone floor of watermill showing crown wheel and one pair of 
stones late C20

MIXED 12_13 UK as 12_02 as 12_02
MIXED 12_14 UK (not SE or East Anglia) Exterior view of stone watermill building with wheel late C20

MIXED 12_15 UK?
Exterior view of preserved watermill building with wheel and 
square wooden cupola on roof mid-C20

MIXED 12_16 Suffolk: Flatford
Reproduction of Constable's painting "Flatford Mill", showing 
watermill in w/o

photo taken 
mid-late C20

MIXED 12_17 UK
View of white weatherboarded watermill, with complex of other 
buildings, by pond late C20

MIXED 12_18 UK? Interior view of post or smock mill showing brake lever and catch late C20

MIXED 12_19 UK? Internal view of post mill showing main post and crowntree late C20

MIXED 13_01 Mediterrranean: probably Mykonos, Greece
Tower mill typical of region in foreground, with sails; three 
others in distance, with or without sails (impossible to tell) mid-late C20
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MIXED 13_02 Prob. Mediterrranean
Interior view of tower mill showing brakewheel and lantern 
pinion stone nut late C20

MIXED 13_03 Prob. Mediterrranean
Interior view of tower mill showing brakewheel and lantern 
pinion stone nut late C20

MIXED 13_04 Mediterrranean: probably Mykonos, Greece
Miller standing by tower mill typical of region, on which cloth of 
one sail has just been unfurled late C20

SIBIU_01 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
View of timber waterwheel, possibly in open-air museum, with 
shingled roof and small overshot waterwheel with launder late C20

SIBIU_02 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Interior of watermill or other industrial building showing fulling 
stocks and wooden camshaft late C20

SIBIU_03 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Interior of watermill or other industrial building showing fulling 
stocks(?) late C20

SIBIU_04 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Unidentified structure/machine at open-air museum, apparently 
some kind of press late C20

SIBIU_05 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Detail of watermill at open-air museum showing horizontal 
wheel with scoops late C20

SIBIU_06 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Exterior of small stone watermill building with shingled roof late C20

SIBIU_07 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Detail of unusual kind of waterwheel, broader than it is high 
(boat mill?) late C20

SIBIU_08 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Detail of unusual structure (boat mill?) with the type of 
waterwheel seen in previous image late C20

SIBIU_09 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)

Detail of structure/mill of the kind seen in pervious image; sails 
and part of body of post/hollow-post/composite windmill visible 
at far left of picture late C20

SIBIU_10 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Detail of part of watermill showing small twin waterwheels late C20

SIBIU_11 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Exterior view of part of watermill building showing wheel and 
launder late C20

SIBIU_12 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Group of small wooden buildings late C20 Mill relevance uncertain

SIBIU_13 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Entrance to mine shaft with wagon on rails visible at mouth of 
tunnel late C20

SIBIU_14 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Exterior of timber building, possibly watermill late C20

SIBIU_15 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK)
Interior of watermill or other industrial building showing 
unidentified equipment late C20

SIBIU_16 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Group of small wooden buildings (same as seen in SIBIU_12) late C20 Mill relevance uncertain

SIBIU_17 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Part of unidentified wooden building with wooden crane nearby late C20
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FWG-02803 Mill (county, location, mill name) Title (short description of image) Year Notes/comments
SIBIU_18 Northern or Eastern Europe (not UK) Group of small thatched buildings late C20 Mill relevance uncertain
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